North of the border

Wednesday, November 11 & Thursday November 12, The Royal Highland Centre, Ingliston Showground, Edinburgh. Opening Times: Wednesday 10am to 4.30pm Thursday 9.30am to 3pm.

Scotsturf is an annual event which Scottish greenkeepers have “ring fenced” in their diaries from very early on indeed and only a dire emergency would keep them away from keeping the date. Coming at the end of the growing season - although the seasonal element of the British weather seems to have been consigned to history if the last two years are any measure - the show is an ideal opportunity to assess new or replacement machinery or take a look at the seed, fertiliser or chemical products which are currently on the market.

EXPERTS RECOMMEND REGULAR LIGHT DRESSINGS OF GREENS, TEES AND FAIRWAYS

ULTRA PLANT

HAVE THE MACHINES TO DO IT

UB30S
Spinner Top Dresser. Spreads to 5 metres. Ideal for regular light dressings of Greens and Tees.

UB50
Precision Spreader. Truck mounted or tractor towed for Greens and Tees.

UB60S
Spinner-Leader Fairway Dresser. The ultimate dual purpose machine. Spreads 11 metres. For loading top dressers etc.

HL40
Highlift Trailer. For loading top dressers, greens/sand hoppers, bunkers, etc.

FOR FURTHER DETAILS CONTACT:
TEL: 01868 747582
FAX: 01868 746387

Ultra Plant